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By Ng, Irene Hui Yin

Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | The effectiveness of virtual
tour as destination marketing tool to promote tourism in Malaysia | This book is to evaluate the
effectiveness by using virtual tour as a marketing tool to promote domestic tourism in Malaysia.
Destination image has been proven as an effective marketing tool to promote all kind of tourist
destination. However, destination marketer often found that destination image does not provide
synchronous information to internet user during information search process and tourist are more
rely on other&apos;s tourist experience to make purchase decision. Besides that, due to the
characteristic of tourism product, marketers cannot provide product trail to lessen the travel
anxiety of potential customer. Virtual reality, the new developing technology is able to allow the
potential tourist to experience a similar tourist spot environment. Destination marketers in
advanced country have been used this technology to further enhance their destination marketing
plan. Therefore, this research is conducted to investigate it effectiveness towards Malaysian tourist. |
Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 120 gr | 220x150x4 mm | 68 pp.
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I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

This composed publication is fantastic. I was able to comprehended everything using this composed e book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Miss O va  K uhn IV-- Miss O va  K uhn IV
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